
Ruin� Of Victori� Rov Men�
183 Lebuh Victoria, George Town, Malaysia

+6042519022 - https://facebook.com/ruinsofvictoria/

We might have the menu of Ruins Of Victoria Rov from George Town in the photos. A list of the dishes and drinks
can be found further down. Are you currently at Ruins Of Victoria Rov or planning a visit? Help us by uploading

the meal plan here. What User likes about Ruins Of Victoria Rov:
I shocked to witness the meticulous concept that they the owner tried hard to portray. Never in M'sia I had

witnessed such a restaurant like ROV which caters for all walks of life. A must go place in Penang. Loved their
food and definitely the music, a wholesome experience. read more. What Jane Doe doesn't like about Ruins Of

Victoria Rov:
nice ambience, good service, but food taste really need to improve, i cant even finish my spaghetti. menu

choices not many but when we finally made our mind and done order, but been told out of of our food, are not
available. ordered a meal with fish, but fish raw in the middle. told the waiter and he suggest us to cook again the

same fish that we already taken like half a portion. we are totally upset and insist to... read more. Ruins Of
Victoria Rov from George Town is a suitable bar to have a beer after work, and sit with friends or alone, The

inventive fusion of different menus with fresh and partially daring products is highly valued by the customers - a
nice example of Asian Fusion. The meals are prepared authentically Asian, Moreover, there are some

international meals to choose from on the menu.
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Süß� Dessert�
BROWNIE

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Sweet� & Dessert�
CHOCOLATE BROWNIE

Dinner Entrée�
LAMB SHANK

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

BREAD

PASTA

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
PESTO

CHOCOLATE

SPINAT

CHICKEN

GARLIC

SEAFOOD

CHEESE
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 17:00-01:00
Thursday 17:00-01:00
Friday 17:00-03:00
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